Reproductive success in the European shag is linked to annual variation in diet and foraging trip metrics
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ABSTRACT: Seabird populations have declined worldwide, and several of the potential threats are of anthropogenic origin. To understand how changes in seabird populations relate to environmental conditions it is important to know the functional relationships between prey availability and foraging behaviour, prey choice and breeding performance over several years. This was studied by linking breeding success of European shag Phalacrocorax aristotelis to variation in diet composition, and investigating the underlaying mechanism driving this variation, primarily based on behavioural costs associated with foraging, such as foraging range and diving effort. We obtained demographic data and foraging trip metrics (using GPS-loggers and time–depth recorders) from a shag colony at Sklinna, Central Norway, during the 2011–2016 breeding seasons. Breeding population size was closely and positively correlated with breeding success, which in turn was positively correlated with the proportion of saithe Pollachius virens in the diet. When the dietary proportion of uncommon prey species increased, breeding success decreased. Breeding success was negatively influenced by increasing distance travelled and accumulated dive depths on an annual basis. Summed dive depths were greatest when prey species other than saithe dominated the diet. We found that in years with low availability of saithe fewer shags bred, and those that did had lower breeding success. This indicates that in years with poor feeding conditions, there might not be sufficient resources in the foraging area to support the whole breeding population of shags.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Worldwide, many seabird populations have declined dramatically with some of the suggested threats being climate-related changes in marine ecosystems, competition with commercial fisheries, coastal development and invasive predators (e.g. Halpern et al. 2009, Croxall et al. 2012, Lewison et al. 2012). These threats may have profound effects throughout entire food webs from primary producers to top predators, thus affecting seabird populations (e.g. Poloczanska et al. 2013). For instance, in the North Sea, climate-related changes in abundance and distribution of the copepod Calanus finmarchicus, an important food source for small forage fish, was found to negatively affect breeding success of 3 common piscivorous seabirds (Frederiksen et al. 2013). This was not the case for a colony situated farther north in the Norwegian Sea, suggesting that the predicted northwards decline in copepod abundance might only have influenced the southernmost colonies so far (Frederiksen et al. 2013).

Seabirds are conspicuous top predators in marine ecosystems. The main diet of many seabird species is small fish or young age-classes of larger fish that feed on copepods (e.g. Shealer 2002). During the breeding
season, seabird foraging ranges are limited by the need to return to the colonies at regular intervals to provision the brood, cf. Orians & Pearson (1979). Thus, seabird foraging ranges are determined by the bird’s flight capabilities, food availability within the foraging range and the frequency with which they must return to the breeding sites. Many seabird species breed in dense colonies and display density-dependent responses to changes in prey availability (e.g. Ashbrook et al. 2010). Marine ecosystems are dynamic with high spatio-temporal variability in prey availability. These short- and long-term variations in the abundance of prey species require flexibility in foraging behaviour and choice of diet in seabirds (e.g. Hamer et al. 2007, Garthe et al. 2011, Pettex et al. 2012, Christensen-Dalsgaard et al. 2018). Seabirds can compensate for low availability of prey around the colony by intensifying their search effort on foraging grounds and/or by increasing their foraging range (e.g. Burke & Davoren 2009, Ponchon et al. 2014). However, as central place foragers, their flight capabilities, food availability within the foraging range, and environmental conditions have also been demonstrated for other seabird species including cape gannets Morus capensis, Manx shearwaters Puffinus puffinus and European shag Phalacrocorax aristotelis (hereafter shag, e.g. Riou et al. 2011, Davies et al. 2013, Bogdanova et al. 2014). For instance, Bogdanova et al. (2014) showed that foraging ranges in shags increased with breeding population size when breeding success was low, potentially caused by a density-dependent effect if local prey was depleted.

However, although diet composition (annual proportion of lesser sandeel Ammodytes marinus) varied over the 15 yr studied, this had no impact on the foraging range, indicating that the total quantity of available fish around the colony might be more important than species composition.

To understand how changes in seabird populations relate to environmental conditions, and to predict how they will respond to future changes in marine ecosystems, a detailed understanding of the functional relationships between prey availability and seabird foraging behaviour, prey choice and breeding performance is needed. To achieve this, it is pivotal to understand the interplay between environmental conditions and intrinsic mechanisms, e.g. density dependence (e.g. Quintana et al. 2011) in a population’s foraging distribution over many years (e.g. Bogdanova et al. 2014). Therefore, in this study, our aim was to explore how long-term variation in foraging effort, breeding success and breeding numbers is influenced by prey composition in the diet of a coastal seabird, the shag. Since 2011, shag diet, reproductive success and population size has been monitored at Sklinna, an island colony off Central Norway, concurrently with tracking of their foraging behaviour using miniaturised GPS-loggers and time–depth recorders (TDRs). Previous work at Sklinna has revealed the shag’s dependency on saithe Pollachius virens as the primary prey (Hillersøy & Lorentsen 2012). Furthermore, Bustnes et al. (2013) and Lorentsen et al. (2015) demonstrated a clear relationship between the proportion of primarily 1 yr old saithe in their diet and timing of breeding and breeding success. In this study, we focused on the following research questions: (1) How is breeding success and population size related to annual variation in diet composition, i.e. does low proportion of the preferred prey (saithe), negatively affect the breeding success and/or the number of birds breeding? (2) How is shag foraging effort, described by specific trip metrics (foraging range, diving effort), related to prey species? (3) How is the variation in foraging effort related to breeding success in a given year, i.e. does increased foraging effort result in lower breeding success?

### 2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

#### 2.1. Study animals, study site, and field procedures

Shags are nearshore-foraging, pursuit-diving seabirds that breed throughout the Northeast Atlantic (Cramp & Simmons 1977). Shags are sexually dimor-
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phic, with males being about 15% heavier than females (Wanless & Harris 1997).

The study was carried out in a shag colony at the islands of Sklinna (65° 12' N, 10° 59' E), off Central Norway (Fig. 1). The field period was from late May or early June to mid-July in 2011–2016. Annual data on shag breeding population size (apparently occupied nests within the whole colony) was collected using standardised methods (cf. Walsh et al. 1995).

Annual breeding success was assessed from control nests \((\bar{x} \pm SD = 52 \pm 1.6, \text{range} = 50−54)\) checked every 5th day during the annual study periods. The control nests were located in the same part of the colony each year. As fieldwork was terminated at the same date each year, breeding success was defined as the number of chicks >20 d of age per nest rather than the number of fledged chicks per nest, to include years with late hatching.

2.2. Diet data

Regurgitated pellets, containing undigested fish remains such as otoliths and bone fragments, were collected within periods of 5 d throughout the entire field period. We restricted the number of pellets collected within each 5 d period to 20–25 due to analytical capacities. All pellets were collected within the same part of the colony as both control nests and nests used for GPS- and TDR-data collection (see below). Between 130–228 pellets were collected annually \((\bar{x} \pm SD = 172 \pm 47, \text{total} = 1034)\). Pellet analysis was conducted following Hillersøy & Lorentsen (2012). To estimate diet composition, fish otoliths were sorted in pairs based on size, matching appearance and/or extent of erosion (wear) and identified to the lowest possible taxonomic level using Härkönen (1986) and a reference collection. Individual fish body mass was calculated using otolith length or width, and the equations provided by Jobling & Breiby (1986) and Härkönen (1986). Quantifying diet from pellets has some limitations which must be considered when calculating prey biomass (see e.g. Lorentsen et al. 2018).

Saithe, mainly 0 and 1 yr old fish, but sometimes also 2 yr old fish, is the most common prey caught by shags at Sklinna, followed by cod \textit{Gadus morhua} and poor cod \textit{Trisopterus minutus} (Hillersøy & Lorentsen 2012, Bustnes et al. 2013, Lorentsen et al. 2015). Thus, in this study, prey species were categorized into 5 groups: 0, 1 and 2 yr old saithe, other gadids (cod and poor cod) and other fish species (termed ‘other fish prey’).

Diet composition was estimated following Michelot et al. (2017). First, we calculated the proportion of each prey group by biomass in each pellet (biomass of a prey group in a pellet / total biomass in the same pellet). Then we summed the proportions of biomass of each prey group per year, and per 5 d period within a year, and re-transformed the sums to represent proportions (0–1) of each prey group. Yearly proportions were used in the analyses of breeding success and the proportion in each 5 d period was used in the trip analyses (see below).

Shags at Sklinna adjust their timing of breeding according to the occurrence of saithe in their diet, especially the 1 yr old category (Lorentsen et al. 2015). To account for potential changes in the shags’ prey preferences and foraging behaviour with breeding stage, prior to data analyses, we adjusted the 5 d periods in which food samples were collected. In that way, the 5 d period in which the median date of hatching occurred

Fig. 1. Location of Sklinna in Norway with an insert zooming around the European shag colony. Black lines: trips; dots: dive locations. Note that not all trips have dive data. Grey circle: 500 m buffer around the colony in which data was excluded from the trips (Text S1 & Fig. S1 in the Supplement at www.int-res.com/articles/suppl/m619p137_supp.pdf)
was termed period 0, and the subsequent 5 d periods were re-numbered according to this.

2.3. GPS and TDR data collection

Breeding shags, opportunistically selected within the same part of the colony as the control nests, were caught at the nest by hand or with a noose pole. Attempts were made to capture an equal number of males and females. Sex of the adults was determined by size and vocalization (cf. Cramp & Simmons 1977). The adult shags were instrumented with GPS-loggers (in 2011 Earth and Ocean mGPS-2, otherwise i-gotU GT-120, Mobile Action Technology, re-fitted in heat shrink tubes) or a combination of GPS-loggers and TDR-loggers (G5, CEFAS Technology). The GPS-loggers were attached to 3–4 middle tail feathers using strips of TESA® tape. TDR-loggers were either attached to the GPS-logger prior to instrumentation or to the feathers on the back of the bird (some individuals in 2011) using TESA® tape. The maximum weight of the deployment when using both GPS- and TDR-loggers was 30.6 g, corresponding to 1.6 and 1.8% of mean body mass of males and females at Sklinna, respectively. As diving seabirds have been shown to experience high energetic costs with any increase in device mass (Vandenabeele et al. 2012), the size of the loggers was kept as low as possible. The loggers were removed after approximately 3 d. Deployment of loggers normally required less than 3 min of handling and retrieval less than 10 min. Birds were fitted with loggers during late incubation (8% of captures) and throughout the chick-rearing period (June–July) until chicks were up to approximately 35 d old (x ± SD = 11 ± 7.0 d, range = 0–35 d). Chick age was determined using morphological criteria experienced from the control nests checked every 5th day. During the study period, 134 birds were instrumented with GPS-loggers only and 274 with a combination of GPS- and TDR-loggers, of which 105 (78%) and 203 (74%), respectively, were retrieved. Of the loggers deployed, 8.3% failed during deployment. Of the loggers not retrieved, 55.5% were due to the bird losing the logger, 13.9% of the nests were depredated during the instrumented period, 2.8% of the nests failed (the chicks died during the instrumented period) and 1.4% of the birds could not be re-trapped. For 26.4% of the loggers not retrieved, we lack information about the birds’ fate. For cleaning and preparation of logger data, see Text S1, Figs. S1 & S2 in the Supplement at www.int-res.com/articles/suppl/m619p137_supp.pdf.

The total distance travelled during a trip (‘trip distance’) was calculated as the sum of all step lengths (i.e. the straight distances in meters between subsequent locations) outside a 500 m buffer around the colony (Text S1) and the straight distance from the colony to the first and the last location in the trip. By doing this, we removed possible non-straight movements close to the colony before and after foraging trips. Trip duration was calculated as the time between the first and the last location of the trip plus the estimated time for flying directly to and from the first and last location and the colony. The latter was estimated using the distance to the colony and the average (±SE) flight speed for inbound and outbound flights (11.6 ± 0.04 m s−1) based on a subset of the data that had been visually classified as flying (53 293 step lengths). Dives were assigned to a trip based on date and time (i.e. all dives that occurred between the first and last GPS location of the trip were included in that trip), and the total number of dives, total dive time (i.e. the sum of all individual dive times) and total dive depth (i.e. the sum of all individual dive depths) was summarized for each trip.

Each trip was subsequently related to the estimated diet of the population during the 5 d period in which it occurred. This was based on the assumption that the diet from collected pellets were representative for the trips conducted in the same period (cf. Bogdanova et al. 2014). This is justified by the close proximity of the control nests (i.e. the nests of the instrumented birds) and the area where the shag pellets were collected, which were all situated within a circle with a ~150 m radius. To further make this an acceptable assumption we used main diet instead of proportion of prey groups. If a single prey group exceeded 40%, this group was assigned as main diet (2 prey groups >40% never occurred); if no group exceeded 40% main diet was assigned as ‘mixed diet’.

2.4. Data analysis

When analysing the effect of diet on foraging trip metrics we only used the 2 response variables that we assumed to be most representative of the costs associated with foraging, i.e. trip distance (ntrips = 865) and total dive depth (i.e. the sum of all maximum dive depths within a trip, ntrips = 563). The variables chosen will also indirectly represent some of the other non-chosen measured trip variables. For example, trip distance was highly correlated with the maximum straight distance between the colony and the furthest GPS-location (R² = 0.97) and total dive depth
with total dive duration \((R^2 = 0.92)\). Trip duration was also correlated to some degree with both trip distance \((R^2 = 0.65)\) and total dive depth \((R^2 = 0.57)\), but less strongly. Trip metrics were analysed using linear mixed models in R (R Development Core Team 2016) with library ‘lme4’ (Bates et al. 2015) where main diet, year, parental sex and age of the chicks were included as explanatory variables and individual bird as a random intercept. Sex was included in the analysis as there are sexual differences in foraging behavior of shags at Sklinna (Christensen-Dalsgaard et al. 2017). Year was included as a fixed effect to account for other unmeasured, but potentially influential, inter-annual variables such as prey availability. Model performance was evaluated based on Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) values (Burnham & Anderson 2002). Conditional and marginal \(R^2\) values were estimated for the top ranked models (library ‘MuMin’; Barton 2016) and the factor levels were compared by obtaining their least-square means (library ‘lsmeans’; Lenth 2016).

To assess if breeding success was related to population size, diet or foraging activity, we used simple linear regression models in R. As we only had 6 yr of data, we could not combine several variables in the same model without overparameterizing. Diet was included as annual proportions of each prey group. Because of the rare occurrence of the prey group ‘2 yr old saithe’, this was excluded as a single variable in these analyses but combined with 0 and 1 yr old saithe into a new prey group called ‘total saithe’. The explanatory variable ‘foraging activity’ included in the model above was estimated as annual mean values of trip distance and total dive depth using 2 linear mixed models (one for each response variable) where year was included as a fixed factor (to estimate means \(yr^{-1}\)). Sex of the bird and the 5 d period in which the trip was conducted was accounted for by including these as random intercepts.

To extend the analyses of foraging trips in relation to diet to an annual scale, we further analysed the annual means of trip metrics, estimated in the foraging activity variable, in relation to the annual diet composition in the population using simple linear models.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Breeding population size and success

During the study period, the colony was comprised of 1564–2570 pairs of shags \((x \pm SD = 2112 \pm 399)\), and breeding success varied between 0.13 and 1.63 chicks nest\(^{-1}\) \((x \pm SD = 0.86 \pm 0.51; \text{Table S1})\). Breeding success was highly correlated with breeding population size \((\beta \pm SE = 0.002 \pm 0.0002, R^2 = 0.92, p = 0.002)\). Given this strong correlation we only used breeding success in the analyses.

#### 3.2. Diet and breeding success

Overall, saithe was the most common prey species for shags at Sklinna during the study period (annual \(x = 73\%\), range = 66–80%), followed by other gadids \((x = 15\%\), range = 9–22\%) and other fish prey \((x = 12\%\), range = 7–17\%; Fig. 2a). There were both seasonal and annual differences in the occurrence of the

![Fig. 2. Distribution of different prey classes in the diet of European shag based on data from (a) the whole season each year and (b) the main diet during the analysed foraging trips. Note that (b) is based on prey groups representing \(>40\%\) of the diet within 5 d periods concurrent with the time of the trips. That is, when e.g. 1 yr old saithe did not occur with this proportion (as in 2012 and 2013), it is included in the mixed group.](image_url)
different prey types (Fig. S3 in the Supplement). Since the data from diet sampling was allocated to the same 5 d periods as GPS- and TDR-data, the prey data set used in the trip analyses differed somewhat from the one comprising the whole season (Fig. 2b). The largest difference between the prey data set for the whole season and the main diet data set linked to GPS- and TDR-data was the lack of 1 yr old saithe as the main diet group (i.e. >40% of the diet biomass) in the diet for birds in 2012 and 2013. Generally, there was a seasonal increase in the proportion of 0 yr old saithe in the diet, whereas the proportion of 1 yr olds decreased (Fig. S3). Thus, the lack of 1 yr old saithe as the dominating prey group in these years might be attributed to late timing of breeding (Table S1 in the Supplement).

The proportion of other prey fish species (excluding saithe and other gadids) never reached more than 18% of the diet, but were nonetheless negatively correlated with breeding success ($\beta \pm SE = -15.2 \pm 2.94, R^2 = 0.84, p = 0.007$; Fig. 3). There was a positive correlation between the total proportion of saithe in the diet and breeding success ($\beta \pm SE = 7.3 \pm 2.13, R^2 = 0.68, p = 0.03, n = 6$; Fig. 3), whereas the proportion of 0 and 1 yr old saithe in the diet separately ($R^2 = -0.04, p = 0.4$, and $R^2 = -0.24, p = 0.9$, respectively), and the proportion of 'other gadids' (cod and codfish; $R^2 = -0.12, p = 0.3$) did not influence breeding success.

3.3. Seasonal and annual differences in diet and trip characteristics

Trip distance was best explained by the full model (AIC weight = 0.42) while chick age was excluded in the top ranked model of total dive depth (AIC weight = 0.75; Table 1; see also Table S2 in the Supplement).
plement). Main diet (species consisting >40% of the diet within 5 d periods) had no clear influence on distance travelled (Fig. 4a) but affected total dive depth during a trip (Table S3 in the Supplement). Total dive depth was not influenced by age class of saithe but was greater during trips in time periods where the main diet consisted of other gadids (Table S3, Fig. 4c). However, this should be considered with some caution as sample size for ‘other gadids’ was only 2. In 2014, a year with high population size (2570 pairs) and breeding success (1.63 chicks nest$^{-1}$; Table S1), shags had, in particular, a high diving activity (Table S3, Fig. 4d) but also long total trip distance travelled (Fig. 4b), especially compared to the top year, 2014. There was no clear difference in trip distance between male and female shags, but males dived more than females (Table 1). Trip distances decreased with increasing age of the chicks (Table 1, Fig. S4 in the Supplement).

Annual means of trip distance and total dive depth were not influenced by the proportion of either 0 or 1 yr old saithe in the diet ($R^2 < 0.08$, $p > 0.3$; Fig. S5c−f in the Supplement). However, for all saithe year-classes combined, mean trip distance decreased with increasing proportions of saithe ($\beta \pm SE = -113.3 \pm 38.2$, 1564 pairs) and low breeding success (0.13 chicks nest$^{-1}$; Table S1), shags had, in particular, a high diving activity (Table S3, Fig. 4d) but also long total trip distance travelled (Fig. 4b), especially compared to the top year, 2014. There was no clear difference in trip distance between male and female shags, but males dived more than females (Table 1). Trip distances decreased with increasing age of the chicks (Table 1, Fig. S4 in the Supplement).

Fig. 4. (a,b) Trip distance and (c,d) total dive depth during foraging trips of European shags in relation to main diet and year, represented as estimated means with SE where the other variables were kept at their typical value. Sample size (no. of trips) are shown in brackets.
R² = 0.61, p = 0.04, n = 6; Fig. S5b), indicating that the prey species rather than the switch between age classes of saithe influenced how far the shags needed to fly. Annual variation in total dive depth was less related to the proportion of saithe in the diet (β ± SE = −2.6 ± 1.3, R² = 0.39, p = 0.1; Fig. S5a). Both mean total dive depth and trip distance were strongly and positively correlated with the proportion of other fish species in the diet (dive depth: β ± SE = 7.0 ± 0.30, R² = 0.99, p < 0.0001; trip distance: β ± SE = 244.5 ± 50.12, R² = 0.82, p = 0.008; Fig. S5g,h).

### 3.4. Breeding success and trip characteristics

Breeding success was negatively influenced by annual means of trip distance (β ± SE = −0.06 ± 0.007, R² = 0.93, p = 0.001). Accumulated dive depths during a trip also influenced breeding success in a negative way (β ± SE = −2.1 ± 0.5, R² = 0.77, p = 0.01), indicating that when the shags worked harder to find prey of relevant amount and quality, breeding success was lower (Fig. 5).

### 4. DISCUSSION

Our study clearly demonstrated that breeding success of shags at Sklinna was positively correlated with the breeding population size. This suggests that when foraging conditions around the colony were favourable, many pairs bred and had high breeding success. We also found a close and positive correlation between breeding success and the total occurrence of saithe in the diet. Moreover, mean trip distances decreased with increasing proportions of saithe, whereas the proportions of the individual age-classes of saithe in the diet did not explain any variation in breeding success. Shag breeding success was negatively influenced by annual means of trip distance and accumulated diving depths, indicating that when the adults had to work hard to find enough prey, they produced fewer chicks. These feeding conditions also negatively impacted breeding numbers, where low numbers were observed in years with increased feeding effort.

The findings of the overall importance of saithe in shag diet in this study corroborates previous studies at the same site (Hillerøy & Lorentsen 2012, Bustnes et al. 2013, Lorentsen et al. 2015). Interestingly, the proportion of other prey fish species (excluding saithe and other gadids) was generally low, but nonetheless had a significant negative effect on breeding success. This further emphasizes the significance of saithe as the most important prey species for shags in this colony. Close correlations between prey availability and population size (Erikstad et al. 2013, Elliott et al. 2015, Velarde et al. 2015, Sandvik et al. 2016) and breeding success (Frederiksen et al. 2004, Curry et al. 2011) have been found in many seabird studies. In this context,
this study provides novel insight by combining a multi-year data set on diet and foraging behavior and concurrent data on reproductive success and breeding numbers.

Main diet did not influence the distance travelled during individual foraging trips. However, on an annual basis, trip distance did decrease with the proportions of saithe in the diet and both of these factors were positively correlated with breeding success. This might suggest that foraging location and profitability may be more important determinants of distance than exact prey composition. However, without data on prey capture rates and profitability of prey abundance, the mechanisms are difficult to identify and quantify. Shags tended to dive more on individual foraging trips when proportions of saithe in the diet were low. Due to a general low inclusion of other fish species in the shags’ diet, these prey species were mostly included in the mixed diet group, and as this diet group also includes saithe in smaller proportions, this could mask the fine-scale influence of other prey species on foraging metrics. On an annual basis, however, we did observe an increase in both foraging range and diving intensity with increasing proportion of prey species other than gadids. These findings are different from those at the Isle of May, where Bogdanova et al. (2014) did not find a correlation between annual foraging ranges and diet composition in shags. This may be related to restricted distribution of sandeel around the Isle of May. Thus, knowledge of the distribution of habitats for preferred prey species in different study systems is required to interpret the significance of the foraging patterns observed.

Breeding seabirds have at least 2 different behavioural options when prey availability is low: increasing their foraging ranges (e.g. Monaghan et al. 1994, Garthe et al. 2011) or spending more time foraging near the colony, at the expense of reduced resting time in the foraging areas or at the nest (e.g. Litzow & Piatt 2003, Lescroël & Bost 2005). At Sklinna, the foraging habitats available for the main prey species (saithe) of shags are patchily distributed, and the shags therefore mainly foraged either within 4 km of the colony (i.e. within the Sklinna archipelago) or more than 15 km away from the colony (Christensen-Dalsgaard et al. 2017). As breeding population size declined with decreased breeding success, shags at Sklinna most likely skipped breeding in years with poor foraging conditions, a phenomenon not uncommon in seabirds (e.g. Passuni et al. 2018). However, the shags that did initiate breeding in poorer years apparently had to increase their foraging ranges and utilized distant patches more than in years with high breeding success. When abundance of saithe was low the birds also had to spend more time diving in search for food, which is also energetically costly (e.g. Hicks et al. 2017).

Saithe spawn pelagically (e.g. Mehl 2015) and consequently there might be an influx of 0 yr old saithe into the shags’ foraging areas as the breeding season progresses (cf. Howells et al. 2017). The extent of this influx varies among years (cf. Fig. S3 for Sklinna) and might, at least in some years, provide a significant influx of prey to depleted habitats. Thus, the finding that shags travelled shorter distances per trip as the chicks got older may be explained by an influx of 0 yr old saithe to near-colony waters as the breeding season progressed. Prey influx was found to be an important factor regulating breeding success and foraging behavior in the inshore-feeding little penguin Eudyptula minor (Kowalczyk et al. 2015a,b).

This study is one of very few to combine the effects of foraging distribution, breeding population numbers, breeding success and diet composition during several years of variable prey abundance. Our study concentrated on a coastal seabird species with a short foraging range and provides new insight into the complex factors regulating numbers of breeding birds and breeding success in a coastal ecosystem with large annual variations in prey abundance. We provide knowledge for the management of coastal ecosystems, such as demonstrating the need to protect the complete foraging areas around the colonies in order to secure access to foraging grounds even in poor years when breeding birds may need to search for prey further away from the colony. This study emphasizes the importance of further research on the interplay between reproductive performance, diet and foraging metrics of coastal seabirds as their habitats are increasingly affected by anthropogenic impacts (e.g. Halpern et al. 2009). Generally, there is a lack of multi-year studies combining these variables in a manner that can be used to predict changes in foraging areas related to (years of) low food abundance.
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